ORDER

Sub:- Constitution of Defence Accounts Placement Board (DAPB) for Transfer/Posting of AAOs and Staff on Sensitive and outstation Non-Sensitive assignments.

As notified vide CGDA letters cited above, the Competent Authority has constituted a DAPB comprising of following officers for Transfer/ Posting of AAOs and Staff for posting on Sensitive and outstation Non-Sensitive assignments in Main Office as well as in Sub Offices under PCDA (WC) in accordance with the various orders/instructions issued from time to time, till further orders.

1. Sh. Sahil Goyal, IDAS, DCDA
2. Smt. Manjeet Kaur, IDAS, DCDA
3. Sh. Inderjit, Sr. AO

Chairperson
Member- I
Member- II

2. The DAPB will consider and recommend the names of the suitable individuals as per the general transfer policy for Non- Sensitive posting and sensitive policy for sensitive postings for transfers/Postings. The names of the individuals thus recommended by the DAPB will be subject to final approval of the Pr.CDA.

3. The DAPB quorum will be treated as complete with the presence of chairperson (Senior most member) and one member, in case one member is not available.

Sd/–
(Sahil Goyal)
Dy. CDA

Distribution:-
1. PA to PCDA:- For kind information of PCDA
2. PA to GO (AN) For kind information
3. Sh. Sahil Goyal, IDAS, DCDA Chairperson
4. Smt. Manjeet Kaur, IDAS, DCDA Member- I
5. Sh. Inderjit, Sr. AO Member- II
6. All GOs in Main Office
7. All section in Main Office
8. All Sub Offices
9. Notice Board
10. IT & S Section (Local) For uploading on PCDA (WC) Website.

(N. C. Dugra)
Sr. AO (AN)